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Abstract The recent advances in 3D laser range scanning
have led to significant improvements in capturing and mod-
eling 3D environments, allowing the creation of highly ex-
pressive and semantically rich 3D models from indoor en-
vironments, generally known as building information mod-
els (BIMs). Despite the capabilities of state-of-the-art meth-
ods to generate faithful architectural 3D building models,
the majority of them rely explicitly on the prior knowledge
of scanner positions in order to reconstruct them success-
fully. However, in real-world applications this metadata in-
formation gets typically lost after the point cloud registra-
tion, which means that none of these methods could work in
practice and the creation of their building models would be
impossible. Therefore, we present a novel pipeline that al-
lows to automatically and accurately reconstruct the original
scanner positions under very challenging conditions, with-
out requiring any prior knowledge about the environment
or the dataset. Being independent from laser range scanner
manufacturers, it can be applied to almost every real-world
LiDAR application. Our method exploits only information
derived from the raw point data and is applicable to all sci-
entific and industrial applications, where the original scan
positions typically get lost after registration by the propri-
etary software provided by the scanner manufacturers. We
demonstrate the validity of our approach by evaluating it on
several real-world and synthetic indoor environments.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, many methods have taken full advantage
of new advances in acquisition technology, in order to gen-
erate faithful 3D architectural building information models
(BIMs), which are used in many diverse application areas
such as building construction, facility maintenance, engi-
neering, visualization, navigation and other. Such models
can reduce the time and costs of various tasks around build-
ing maintenance and construction, significantly enhancing
the project performance and productivity.
A typical starting point for generating such 3D models is
to scan the environment from multiple positions using a Li-
DAR device, yielding small point clouds that represent parts
of the scene and which are usually associated with some
metadata information, such as the scanner position coordi-
nates. The raw point clouds are then registered to a com-
mon reference frame in order to compose a large joint 3D
point cloud that represents the whole scene, which is then
further processed for generating the architectural 3D build-
ing model. Thanks to the many recent research efforts, cur-
rent state-of-the-art modeling methods can cover almost all
aspects of real-world scenarios and applications, such as re-
constructing the architectural building structures (e.g. walls,
ceiling and floor) [1–9], handling occlusions and clutter [1–
3,8,7], detecting wall openings (i.e. windows and doors) [1,
2,5,10,7,11], while they can also semantically partition the
building space into individual rooms [4,3,9,8,7].
Despite the variety of these methods, the majority of
them exhibit a common characteristic, i.e. they rely on the
prior knowledge of the scanner positions in order for their
modeling pipelines to be successfully executed (see also Sec-
tion 2). However, after registering the raw point clouds, which
is usually performed by proprietary software developed by
the scanner manufacturers, the metadata information (e.g.
the scanner positions) from each individual scan typically
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Fig. 1 We employ a descriptive, spatial point pattern analysis to the point distribution of the point clouds, in order to reveal the features which will
allow us to retrieve automatically the original scanner viewpoint positions.
gets lost since it is not considered or exposed by the soft-
ware, and only point-related data (e.g. point coordinates and
color) remain in the registered point cloud. Thus in many
real-world scenarios, where only the registered point clouds
are considered, the scanner positions are often not avail-
able and, consequently, many of the above-mentioned meth-
ods would not work in practice, since without this infor-
mation their pipelines will fail. Hence these methods com-
monly assume that the scanner positions are known a priori
(e.g. from explicitly recording the scanner positions), im-
posing a hard restriction to the reconstruction process, limit-
ing their automatic applicability and increasing their depen-
dency to external factors. Moreover, due to their direct de-
pendency on this metadata information, when it is not avail-
able, they apply various computation methods to generate
new synthetic scanner poses in arbitrary positions in order
to simulate the real ones and execute successfully their tasks
(e.g. in [9]). However, based on their typical usage in the
modeling pipelines, arbitrary or approximate scanner posi-
tions can create wrong localizations, failures or imperfec-
tions during occlusion detection, imprecision to object de-
tections and wrong semantic interpretations.
In this paper we introduce a novel method for automat-
ically reconstructing the real scanner viewpoint positions,
without requiring any prior knowledge about the environ-
ment or the dataset. Our method is very efficient and ro-
bust, and it can compute the original scanner position co-
ordinates exploiting only information derived from the raw
point data (see also Fig. 1). In particular, our method is ap-
plicable mainly to point clouds where the original scan po-
sitions are either not available (e.g. in individual raw point
clouds, since many point cloud formats do not store the scan-
ner positions) or lost due to registration, and it is consid-
ered especially beneficial for industrial and scientific appli-
cations that process registered and large point clouds, such
as in scan-to-BIM workflows, architectural 3D modeling, lo-
calization of building components, building re-trofits, etc.
Therefore, it can be applied to the majority of indoor point
clouds, and being independent from the laser scanner man-
ufacturers makes it suitable for almost every real-world Li-
DAR application. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our
proposed method by applying it to a variety of real-world
and synthetic indoor datasets under various challenging con-
ditions.
2 Related Work
To better comprehend the extent to which the state-of-the-art
methods rely on the widely-used assumption that the scan-
ner positions should be known a priori in order to be success-
fully executed, we provide a brief overview of the related
literature below, emphasizing mainly on the usage and ex-
ploitation of scanner positions. Since our method is explic-
itly applicable to point clouds acquired by LiDAR devices,
methods relying on RGB-D datasets, such as in [12], are not
included in our literature review. Additionally, since we fo-
cus on BIM applications, recent approaches such as in [13,
14], which only semantically segment the point clouds with-
out reconstructing their geometric, volumetric or parametric
building models are outside the scope of automatic creation
of BIMs and therefore are also excluded from our analysis.
In [1,2], major tasks such as occlusion labeling, wall
openings detection and wall surface reconstruction are per-
formed by relying explicitly on the prior knowledge of scan-
ner positions, while in [5] the prior knowledge of viewpoints
is used in a similar manner for occlusion handling, but also
for hierarchically clustering the building elements and re-
constructing the wall openings. In [15], the planar model fit-
ting relies on the consistent assignment of point-wise normal
vector orientations according to the scanner positions, from
which the walls, ceiling, and floor are later reconstructed.
The viewpoints are also used in [6] for detecting occlusions
and semantically segmenting the source point cloud, as well
as for classifying the points and estimating the orientations
of the wall surfaces. In a more recent method [9], authors
do not assume the prior knowledge of scanner positions, but
they compute synthetic ones in arbitrary positions in order
to segment the 3D space and reconstruct the room layout.
In [7], the point cloud segmentation and room layout parti-
tioning rely explicitly on the prior that the initial set of room





Fig. 2 Typical laser scanning setup, showing the rotational movement
around the scan position, as well as the angle θ of the angular scanning
increments. Notice that the scan density changes as we proceed farther
away from scanner position (i.e. L1 < L2).
labels is directly provided by the scanner positions, while
the reconstruction of the wall elements and the detection
of wall openings rely also on the same prior information.
The methods in [3,8] assume that the number of scans and
the scanner positions are known a priori in order to extract
candidate walls, to employ viewpoint-based visibility com-
putations for occlusion detection and walls’ reconstruction,
but also to extract the correct number and location of rooms
(space partitioning). Occlusion handling and wall openings
detection are also performed in [16] with the help of the
same prior knowledge, while a different method [11], which
focuses only on the reconstruction of complex wall openings
from building interiors, relies again on viewpoints in order
to be successfully executed.
In the next section, before providing a detailed descrip-
tion of our pipeline, we briefly review the fundamental oper-
ation of a typical laser range scanner (LiDAR) and mention
the key data acquisition principles on which our method re-
lies for reconstructing the original scanner positions.
3 Laser Scanner Fundamentals
To reason about our proposed method, we first have to con-
sider some facts that characterize the typical point cloud
acquisition process. A typical laser scanner (phase-shift or
time-of-flight) emits a laser beam and uses a rotational mech-
anism to deflect it to different directions. The laser scan-
ners from main manufactures (e.g. Leica, Riegl, Faro, etc.)
present a field of view of almost 360◦, forming a closed
spherical scan region around the scan position and excluding
only a small part under the laser scanner due to the presence
of the supporting tripod, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
During the acquisition phase, the scanning quality de-
pends mainly on the distance between the laser sensor and
the object surface, as well as on the selected angular resolu-
tion (known also as scan density), assuming that for short-
range applications such as the acquisition of indoor environ-
ments, other factors such as the environmental conditions
and beam divergence do not affect the laser measurements
notably. [17]. In particular, the scan density specifies the
smallest possible increment of the angle between two suc-
cessive points and causes the scanned surface areas near the
scanner position to have a higher density of samples (i.e.
points) than the areas farther away (see also Fig. 2).
Based on the above scanning characteristics, most scenes
acquired by a laser scanner exhibit a fairly regular circular
scanning pattern on surface areas near and around the scan-
ner position, while the density of points in these areas is
prominently higher than in other areas farther away.
4 Method Overview
Relying on the intrinsic scanning characteristics of the ac-
quisition process, the main idea of our method is to employ
descriptive, spatial point pattern analysis to the point distri-
bution of the raw point cloud, in order to reveal the features
which will allow us to retrieve the original scanner view-
point positions. Our analysis focuses on the detection of the
circular scanning patterns and the high density of points near
the scanner positions, which can clearly indicate the accu-
rate spatial position of the scanning device.
Specifically, the input to our pipeline can be a set of
merged cluttered 3D point clouds representing any kind of
interior environment and acquired by any laser scanning de-
vice as outlined above. A great advantage of the proposed
method is that it is independent of the architectural shape
of building interiors, and therefore, it can be applied to en-
vironments with complex room layouts, arbitrarily oriented
planar or curved walls and sloped ceilings. Furthermore, it
is quite robust against outliers, noise and heavily cluttered
scenes, and it is not affected by occlusions.
Given the (merged) point cloud (Fig. 3(a)), our method
computes its bounding box and generates a uniform 2D grid
of cells, into which the raw 3D points are projected and
classified (Fig. 3(b)). Performing spatial and point pattern
analysis on the point distribution of each cell, we identify
strongly reliable voting cells, i.e. cells which can indicate
the scanner positions with high confidence, using a linear
support vector machine (SVM) (Fig. 3(c)), and we cluster
their points based on their spatial point characteristics. Typ-
ically, the most reliable voting cells lie in flat surface areas
near the LiDAR devices, where the circular scanning pat-
terns are strong and clear. Then a circle model fitting algo-
rithm is applied to each curve-shaped point cluster in vot-
ing cells, in order for its circle center to cast a vote in a
Hough transform space for the potential scanner position.
Using non-maximum suppression, we detect the cells where
the scanner devices are located, and by further analyzing the
scanner position estimates inside those cells, we find their
exact location within an accuracy of tenths of millimeters.
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(a) Input point cloud. (b) 2D grid plane, into which the raw 3D
points are projected and classified.
Voting grid cell
(c) Detected voting grid cells after the SVM clas-
sification.
Fig. 3 The main phases of our method for the reconstruction of scanner
positions. The input point cloud (a), the 2D grid of cells (b) and the de-
tected voting cells (c), which will cast votes for the scanner positions.
The image insets indicate the clear difference of point distributions be-
tween randomly selected cell areas and the cells near and around the
scanner positions. The finally retrieved scanner positions are indicated
with a red dot inside the insets in (c).
5 Detection of Voting Cells
Our method starts with detecting, in the input point cloud
and its projection into the 2D cell grid, the areas in which
the point distributions clearly exhibit circular scanning pat-
terns of LiDAR devices, which we will use as reliable vot-
ing areas to cast votes for the potential scanner positions.
In multi-story buildings, each floor could be first identified
by performing a histogram analysis along the vertical axis
similar to [18,19].
5.1 Space Partitioning
The target underlying the projection of points into the 2D
plane and its discretization into a grid of uniform cells is
to reduce the dimensionality of the scanner position recon-
struction problem and to optimally increase the number of
the detected voting cells, particularly in cases where large
parts of the floor surface are occluded by the interior objects.
Moreover, by discretizing the continuous 2D space into a
grid of uniform cells, we are efficiently balancing between
computational performance and position accuracy for local-
izing the scanner devices.
Before projecting the points of point cloud to the 2D
plane, we compute for the input raw point cloud its bounding
box (BB), which provides a simplified shape approximation
of the scene and allows us to demarcate the equivalent 2D
space in which the points will be projected. This bounded
space is then subdivided into a uniform grid of cells, where
the 3D points will be projected into and assigned to the re-
spective cells.
To partition the 2D plane into a grid map, we define
first the size of the grid cells. Since these cells will be used
for evaluating the information derived from their embodied
points and intuitively will determine also the level of ex-
pressiveness of the features derived from them, we define
the grid cells’ size considering its impact on the compu-
tational performance, the intrinsic scanning characteristics
(see Sec. 3) and the scanning patterns generated under dif-
ferent indoor environments. For instance, although a large
cell size contains more points and could natively increase
the localization accuracy of scanner positions by improv-
ing feature expressiveness, it could also be easier distorted
by adjacent fuzzy point distributions, such as from overlap-
ping scans or from projected points belonging to nearby in-
terior objects. On the other hand, a small cell size may allow
a finer and more reliable classification, but it would result
also to an increased grid map resolution, leading to higher
memory consumption and computational costs. Consider-
ing, moreover, that indoor environments typically contain
many non-structural objects like furniture, the reliable de-
tection of voting cells in such cluttered environments is very
challenging and makes the requirement of high resolution
grid maps necessary. Thus in our pipeline it can be set ac-
cording to the point sampling distance and the localization
accuracy requirements of the application, while in our tests
we set the default cell size conservatively to a small 1cm, al-
lowing finer and more reliable cell classifications, as demon-
strated in our experiments.
After creating the 2D grid map, we project the raw 3D
points into the corresponding cells, which given the orienta-
tion of the floor can easily be done by an orthogonal projec-
tion. Quite often the floor plane is aligned with a particular
coordinate system plane, such as e.g. the x, y-plane, which
allows just dropping a coordinate (e.g. z). In addition, con-
sidering that the computation of cell features, as described
in Section 5.2, requires frequent spatial range searches be-
tween the points contained in each cell, and taking into ac-
count the demanding processing and data storage require-
ments for handling large-scale datasets, we employed an ef-
ficient Kd-tree data structure [20], which is fully optimized
for accelerating range and nearest-neighbor searches, and
can optimally organize and classify the data points in the
grid map.
5.2 Feature Extraction
To eventually classify a grid cell as a reliable voting cell
or not, we need a set of features which will be capable to
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discriminatively represent the spatial point distributions of
the cells. Considering that the point distribution is strongly
affected by various factors, such as the distance from laser
scanner, the scanning resolution, the projected points of ad-
jacent indoor objects and the overlapping scans, we incorpo-
rated descriptive features based on spatial statistics and point
pattern analysis, whose combination permits efficient cell
classification under the aforementioned vague scanning con-
ditions. Features relying mostly on point intensities, color,
texture, shape or convexity are very likely to underperform
under the challenges of this process, while on the other hand,
descriptive features measuring the variance or the statistical
dispersion of points inside a cell are simple yet more suitable
to characterize adequately a point distribution in the present
context.
The features we used, which are general enough to ac-
count for cell diversity and point distribution variability, are:
Median nn-distance (ψ1) This is the median length of all
pairwise Euclidean distances between a point and its near-
est neighbors in the cell. More precisely, denoting the
spatial point distribution of each cell of size N by Ps =




cell s the nearest neighbor distance (nn-distance) from
psi to all other points in P
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}
, (1)
where d(., .) is the Euclidean distance. Consequently, the
median nn-distance is given by the following equation
dsmed = median(D
s) (2)
where Ds = {dsi} is the set of all nn-distances between
any point psi and its nearest neighbor in cell s.
Mean nn-distance (ψ2) This feature indicates the mean dis-
tance of all pairwise Euclidean distances between a point
and its nearest neighbors in the cell. In a similar manner







where the notation and constants are the same as above.
Height range (ψ3) Represents the height difference between




Here, maxz and minz indicate the maximum and mini-
mum values along the z-axis of all points in Ps.
Standardized height dispersion (ψ4) Quantifies the statisti-
cal dispersion of points along the z-direction inside the
cell and penalizes the cells that exhibit large height vari-
ations, combining the performance of measures from de-
scriptive and robust statistics. Specifically, it is expressed






where STD is the standard deviation of all distances in
D
s, and MAD is a robust estimator of the variability
indicating the median absolute deviation from the me-




Skewness of nn-distances (ψ5) Measures the asymmetry in
the distribution of nn-distances inside a cell and quanti-
fies it as a value of spread. Typically the voting cells are
skewed left, so using the Pearson’s moment coefficient












Kurtosis of nn-distances (ψ6) Measures the normality of the
distribution of nn-distances inside a cell and indicates
how prone to outliers the cell is by measuring the tail
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where we subtract 3 from the raw kurtosis index to pro-
vide a figure relative to the normal distribution [23].
Histogram bin counts in XY (ψ7) To compute these features,
we first uniformly quantize the cell space into a particu-
lar number of bins based on dsmed and we then generate a
histogram for its x, y main coordinate axis. The number
of bins along each axis direction that contain at least
one point is used as a feature in our cell classification
process, since it reveals the underlying shape of the point
distribution.
Histogram bin counts in Z (ψ8) Similar to the computation
of the previous feature, we uniformly quantize the space
between the minimum and the maximum height values
of points contained in a cell based on dsmed, and we then
generate the corresponding histogram. The number of
bins containing at least one point is used as the last fea-
ture in our classification method.
The above listed features can adequately capture the point
distributions in the 2D grid cells and they have proven to be
robust in practice, producing the least number of false neg-
atives since the point distributions between the good voting
and other cells typically varies a lot.
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5.3 Outlier Removal
Before proceeding to the actual description of our cell clas-
sification approach, it is worth mentioning that, since we are
performing a confirmatory data analysis for quantifying the
extent to which the point distributions of voting cells deviate
from those of the other cells (a process similar to statistical
hypothesis testing), the detection and omission of anoma-
lous data points in point patterns is quite beneficial [24]. Al-
though their amount in voting cells is not high, considering
also the inherent ambiguities introduced to cell classification
by the scanning process as described earlier, we tried to in-
crease the discriminance of cell classification by removing
points that spatially deviate a lot from the other points in a
cell and may adversely lead to cell misclassification.
Therefore, we added a data cleansing stage to our pipeline,
which detects and rejects spatial outliers that present local
spatial instabilities with respect to the neighboring points,
which could bias and mislead the training process of our
machine learning method, resulting in a less accurate model
and ultimately in poorer results.
For that reason, we exploit the pairwise nn-distances (Eq.
1) to reject all points in a cell which are greater than the γ-
scaled MAD away from the median nn-distance (Eq. 2). The







i ≤ γ · d
s
outlier}
with dsoutlier = β ·MAD(D
s),
(9)
where the correction factor β is required to make MAD an
unbiased estimate of the standard deviation for Gaussian
data and is equal to the reciprocal of the quantile function
Φ−1 [25,22,26], while γ is the outlier rejection threshold
and was set to 3 according to [27,26]. An example demon-
strating the effectiveness of this cleansing measure in point
distributions of voting cells is presented in Fig. 4, while in
a similar manner the noisy points from the other cells are
eliminated too.
5.4 Cell Classification
Based on an 8-dimensional feature vector Ψ = (ψ1, ψ2, ...,
ψ8) created by the features introduced above, an SVM clas-
sification process learns to classify a point distribution sig-
nature for every given input cell, expecting that spatially
similar point patterns have similar signatures. This task can
be formulated as a binary supervised classification prob-
lem, where a given set of training samples (i.e. cells) S =
{(Ψ1, h1), (Ψ2, h2), ..., (Ψs, hs)} ⊆ ⊖ × L, with hs ∈ L=
{−1,+1} being the target label set, can be used by a clas-
sifier w for learning the distribution patterns of voting cells
from the training samples S and then predict reliably the la-
bel hs for any unknown Ψs based on the equation w
TΨs >





Fig. 4 Top view of two voting cells, showing the rejection of spatial
outliers, i.e. noisy points causing local spatial instabilities.
τ . In our approach, we used linear classifiers trained via LI-
BLINEAR [28], while the usage of more advanced classifi-
cation approaches (e.g. based on neural networks) cannot be
fully justified, since our classification method has proven to
be quite robust in practice. The resulting labeled grid map
after the SVM classification has a form similar to Fig. 3(c).
6 Scanner Position Reconstruction
Focusing in this stage only on the detected voting areas and
considering that their point distributions mainly form one or
more curved-like shapes which constitute a small part of the
characteristic circular point pattern around the scanner po-
sition, we reliably reconstruct the scanner positions follow-
ing a conceptually straightforward strategy, as illustrated in
Fig. 5.
6.1 Clustering the Points of Voting Cells
First, we cluster the points of each voting cell based on a re-
cent method called Gaussian density distance (GDD) [29],
which relies mainly on features such as the point density and
pairwise point distance in order to naturally cluster the cell
points based on a Gaussian mixture models (GMM). It can
be applied in cases where point distributions present vari-
able densities or pairwise point distances, differentiating ef-
ficiently the point clusters based on point densities and con-
sidering the spatial gradual variations in pairwise point dis-
tances. Fig. 5(a) presents an example of clustering a voting
cell by applying the GDD method.
Our target here is to cluster the points Ps of a voting
cell s into l clusters Qs = {Qs1,Q
s
2, . . . ,Q
s
l }, each having
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a curved-like shape, to which we will fit a circle model c as
a circular scanning pattern hypothesis in order to approxi-
mate the original circular scanning pattern from which they
were generated. The problem of fitting a circle to a set of
points can be approached using an orthogonal least squares
(OLS) [30,31] fit by minimizing the continuous function




where d(psi , cl) stands for the Euclidean (geometric) dis-
tance between the point psi in cluster Q
s
l and the circle curve
cl (usually called residual), (a, b) is the circle center and Rl
the radius of this circle. Using the difference-of-squares ge-
ometric error criterion [32], this problem has a closed form
and the above distances can explicitly be defined by the for-
mula
d(psi , cl)
2 = ri −Rl ∀Rl ≥ 0
with ri =
√
(xi − a)2 + (yi − b)2.
(11)
We should mention here that, although LS methods are
sensitive to outliers and their results might be quite erro-
neous in cases with high noise, it was not necessary to use
more robust algorithms like in [33,34] to accomplish the
model fitting, since the point distributions of our voting cells
contain only a very minor amount of noisy points due to our
previous noise elimination processing step. The point clus-
ters presented in Fig. 5(a) constitute a representative exam-
ple which exemplifies our argument.
6.2 Recovery of the 2D Scanner Position
The conceptual basis of fitting a circle model to the clustered
points of a voting cell is to allow each cluster to vote for
a scanner location corresponding to its circle center, which
represents actually a scanning position proposal. Using an
enhanced Hough voting scheme, our method casts for each
fitted circle model a weighted vote for the corresponding
scanner position proposal into a discrete voting space, estab-
lishing correspondences between the potential scanner loca-
tions and a discrete confidence map supporting them. Then,
the scores of all votes in the voting space are accumulated
and the regions with the highest voting scores in the map are
detected using a suppression or mode-seeking method. Put
it simply, this process would be equivalent to finding the lo-
cal maxima of intensities in an image, interpreting here as
intensities the total number of proposals per grid cell. Fig. 6
shows one such an example from a voting area of the build-
ing shown in Fig. 3, where the cell intensities of scan posi-
tion proposals are presented as a heatmap image.
The conceptual basis of the proposed voting model re-
lies, among other factors, on the fact that the curved shape
(a)










Fig. 5 (a) After the detection and classification of voting cell areas
(here presented in blue), the points of voting cells are clustered using
the GDD algorithm. (b) Then a robust circle fitting method is applied to
the points of each cluster and the corresponding circle centers are com-
puted. (c) These centers represent scanning position proposals which
cast votes for the scanner locations in a voting space, where using non-
maximum suppression we detect the cells with the maximum proposals
in the grid map (cell in red), while applying mean-shift to the Gaussian
KDE of the scanner position proposals of the detected cells, we accu-







Fig. 6 (a) Example classification of voting cells (in green) around a
scanner location in an example region from the building model shown
in Fig. 3. (b) Heatmap of the estimated circle center locations from the
voting cells, with more than 800 votes, of which the majority lies in the
red cell.
of point distributions gets softer farther away from the scan-
ner locations, restricting the accurate circle fitting and, con-
sequently, decreasing the consistent voting for scanner posi-
tions. Thus we assign larger weights to the votes originated
from point clusters closer to the scanner proposals, as well as
from those presenting smaller magnitude of residuals from





where kl is a scaling factor and RMSE is the root mean
squared error, which quantifies the goodness-of-fit of the fit-
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where Nl is the total number of points in cluster Q
s
l . Note
that due to this weighted voting approach, our method is ca-
pable to efficiently eliminate inconsistencies or distortions
in the voting process, while more complex probabilistic vot-
ing schemes (such as in [35,36]) will not add any additional
value to the extracted results, since our robust voting scheme
seems to cover effectively all possible cases.
Eventually, we detect the regions (i.e. cells) in the grid
map where the scanner devices are located by applying non-
maximum suppression in the confidence map of the Hough
space [37]. To accurately reconstruct the 2D scanner coordi-
nates, we further analyze the distribution of scanner position
proposals inside those cells, using a Gaussian kernel den-
sity estimate (KDE) for the probability density function of
the proposals and applying mean-shift to find the mode of
the density function. Finally, finding the nearest neighbor-
ing proposal to the computed mode value, we reconstruct
the final 2D scanner positions with an accuracy in the tenths
of millimeter (see also Tbl. 1). Note that the use of Hough-
based methods to identify the circular scanning patterns and
consequently finding their centers will practically fail, since
the circular shapes get typically distorted, deformed or in-
terrupted under the above-mentioned real-world challenging
conditions (see Sec. 5.2). Our approach is very robust and
can accurately recover the 2D scanner positions even if the
scanning pattern is distorted, since only a few (theoretically
one) reliable voting cells are adequate for detecting the exact
scanner positions.
6.3 Recovery of the Scanner’s Height
Assuming that the 2D coordinates of the scanner position
have been already recovered (see Section 6.2), we recon-
struct the height of the LiDAR device at that position by an-
alyzing trigonometrically the geometry of the laser setup, as
illustrated in Figs. 2 and 7. Specifically, considering that the
angular scan resolution remains constant during the scan-
ning process, and following the intuition that every concen-
tric circle of the circular scanning pattern constitutes the
base of a cone whose apex coincides with the 3D scanner
position, we create a vertical line (l3) that passes through
the recovered 2D scanner position P , emulating the com-
mon axis of these cones. By creating line segments connect-
ing the points of the voting cells to a common point SP
on the cones’ axis, we approximate the apex of the concen-
tric cones by comparing the angles (e.g. θ1 and θ2) between
the line segments of three consecutive point clusters inside














Points of cluster 1
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Points of cluster 3
Fig. 7 (a) Approximating the 3D scanner position SP by comparing
the angles between the line segments created by aligned points from
different clusters inside the voting cell. (b) Selection of aligned points
inside a voting cell by finding the nearest points (e.g. P2 and P3) to
the lines (e.g. s1) that start from the scanner position P and pass from
each point of the nearest cluster to P (e.g. P1).
they converge, i.e. until θ1 ∼= θ2. The position where the θ
angles converge constitutes a 3D scanner position proposal,
and after repeating this process for all voting cells, we apply
a similar mode-seeking approach as in Section 6.2 along the
cones’ axis in order to find the most likely height position
of the scanning device. Note that in order to reduce incon-
sistencies and keep only indicative θ angles, our approach
only considers points with the same height inside the voting
cells, while we compare only the angles between the line
segments created by aligned points of different clusters with
respect to the scanner position P , as depicted in Fig. 7(b).
7 Results and Discussion
In this section, we present our experimental results and dis-
cuss the insights derived from them, focusing mainly on
real-world and synthetic datasets used by state-of-the-art meth-
ods (e.g. from [3,38,8,9]) in the field of 3D BIM reconstruc-
tion. The buildings of the datasets we used present diverse
properties in architectural design and unique characteristics
that challenge our reconstruction pipeline and prove the gen-
eral validity and performance of our method. An overview of
all datasets and their statistics are provided in Figs. 8 and 9,
while Tbl. 1 shows indicatively the reconstructed scanner
position coordinates from some of these datasets along with
their absolute distance errors, according to the equation∆E =√
(xorig − xrec)2 + (yorig − yrec)2 + (zorig − zrec)2.
In Fig. 8, the ’Cottage’ [8] building model constitutes a
very challenging dataset that presents steep sloped ceilings
which distort the circular point patterns and create ellipsis
when projected onto the 2D grid map, making the circle
model fitting difficult and ultimately leading to the distri-
bution of votes over a line. However, this voting pattern is
not affecting the final reconstruction accuracy, since these
false positive votes do not distract the mode-seeking and
non-maximum suppression steps, as also demonstrated by
the numerical results in Tbl. 1. The results from this dataset
also demonstrate the effectiveness of our method against
other similar scenarios, e.g. when the floor is not horizontal
or the scanner is not mounted vertically to the floor, where






























Fig. 8 Scanner position reconstruction results and statistics (no. of points, no. of total and voting cells) from real-world datasets from [38,8,9].
Semantics describe if the model is a room (R) or building (B), if it presents high scan density (HSD), high overlapping regions (HOR) or if it was
extremely subsampled (ES).
the scanning pattern will be similarly distorted presenting an
elliptical shape.
Another, even more challenging environment with many
slanted walls, more structural details such as the window al-
coves, and less regular room shapes is the ’Penthouse’ [8]
dataset in Fig. 8. Despite the high levels of clutter and the
distortion of point pattern from the slanted walls, our method
manages again to correctly reconstruct all scanner positions,
as it is depicted in the bottom row of Fig. 8. The third dataset
in which we evaluated our method on is the ’Office G82’
(Fig. 8), which represents an exceptionally difficult setting
for laser scanning since it is quite small (approx. 4.80×4.10m)
and includes many interior objects and furniture that not
only provide very limited space for scanning the room, but
also cause a highly cluttered scene with many occluded re-
gions. Typically, under these demanding conditions and con-
sidering the size of the room, one scan from a central posi-
tion would be adequate to capture its shape and structure.
However, in order to challenge and test our method under
scanning conditions where scanners are placed very close
to each other creating dense and highly overlapped regions,
and where the environment has limited flat floor surfaces,
we scanned the room twice. Nevertheless, the reconstructed
scanner positions are accurately computed, as it is depicted
in Tbl. 1, despite the challenges and the difficult scanning
conditions. We should notice here that, in general, clutter
and outliers outside of the building are effectively ignored
by our method and they do not contribute to the voting pro-
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Raw point cloud Voting cells (green color) Rec. scanner positions 
Fig. 9 Scanner position reconstruction results from the synthetic
datasets [3].
building can affect the local distribution of points when pro-
jected onto the 2D plane and might distort the point pat-
tern. Therefore, it is quite possible that this typical and uni-
form circular shape formed by the voting cells around the
potential scanner positions, which is clearly evident in ’Cot-
tage’ and ’Penthouse’ datasets in Fig. 8, might be distorted
and corrupted, and only a few randomly scattered voting
cells may be detected which, however, are still sufficient for
our method. The datasets ’Apartment 1’ and ’Building 8’
in Fig. 8 constitute typical examples of such cases. Espe-
cially the ’Apartment 1’ [38] building model constitutes the
most challenging dataset in our test bench because the point
cloud was originally subsampled and discretized, restricting
our cell classification process and allowing only very few
voting cells to be identified. Nonetheless, there were created
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sufficient point patterns necessary for the detection of some
voting cells, which consequently allowed for the localiza-
tion of the scanner positions, although two of the original
scanner positions were not possible to be reconstructed due
to the limited number of voting cells. On the other side, the
’Building 8’ [9] represents the interior of a house which was
scanned with very high resolution, and therefore, many vot-
ing cells were detected (more than 104) in different regions
of the grid map. However, due to the existence of occlu-
sions and clutter near the LiDAR devices, the detected vot-
ing areas do not all form the typical circular shape around
the scanner positions. Nevertheless, our method can esti-
mate the actual scanner positions very accurately based on
the detected voting cells, as it is verified in Tbl. 1.
In our testing setup we additionally used two synthetic
datasets, which are shown in Fig. 9. These datasets were vir-
tually scanned from several positions to simulate the results
of 3D laser range scanning, as it is described in [3]. Al-
though they were artificially corrupted with additive Gaus-
sian noise, our method managed to correctly recognize the
adequate number of voting cells in order to accurately re-
construct all scanner positions.
8 Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, to the best of our knowledge we have presented
the first method for re-engineering and reconstructing the
original scanner viewpoint positions from raw and merged
point clouds, lifting the most widely-used assumption by re-
cent 3D modeling methods until now that the true scanner
positions should be known a priori, in order the generation
of 3D BIM models to be performed successfully. Our ap-
proach allows the accurate localization of LiDAR devices
under very challenging indoor environments and without re-
quiring any prior knowledge about the environment or the
dataset, while it is independent from the laser scanner man-
ufacturers. Thus, it can be efficiently applied to merged real-
world and large-scale indoor point clouds where the original
scan positions are typically lost or not available. Although
the performance degrades under certain conditions, such as
for highly sub-sampled point clouds where the spatial point
pattern analysis becomes very challenging due to the lim-
ited number of available points, our method is generally suit-
able for almost every real-world LiDAR application, which
is verified by our evaluation.
Despite its novelty and generalized applicability, our pi-
peline presents also some space for further improvements.
As was mentioned in Sec. 5.2, the fixed cell size introduces
some restriction, and although it can be optimally set by
the user according to the application requirements, it lim-
its our method’s flexibility and adaptability. Therefore, in
future work we foresee to replace the fixed grid map by a
quadtree or some other spatial data structure, adapting dy-
namically the cell size based on the available local point in-
formation. Furthermore, we would like also to explore the
applicability of our method to the more general scenario of
reconstructing not only the static position of terrestrial laser
scanners (TLS), but also the trajectory of mobile laser scan-
ners (MLS) and other RGB-D sensors.
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DS Xrec(∆Xo/ooo) Yrec(∆Y o/ooo) Zrec(∆Zo/ooo) ∆E
G
8
2 2.99925 (.0243) 2.9981 (.0067) 2.4171 (.0248) 0.000966








7.72914 (.0015) 4.660471 (.0163) 1.04721 (.4227) 0.004475
3.702994 (.0084) 5.300328 (.0025) 1.0173 (.3674) 0.003766
5.863674 (.0092) 5.661893 (.0097) 1.0235 (.1659) 0.001862
7.925154 (.0048) 6.10037 (.0265) 1.01933 (.5128) 0.005459
4.34194 (.0109) 2.092657 (.1234) 1.03109 (.5736) 0.006440
7.04589 (.0062) 2.937977 (.0242) 1.0278 (.2636) 0.002828











16.4417 (.3533) 9.668548 (2.3012) 1.8127 (.2711) 0.225221
15.593 (.6255) 11.1643 (.6990) 1.81342 (.0124) 0.124093
12.3648 (4.2750) 12.5321 (4.3340) 1.81441 (.0037) 0.726620
14.8922 (.5565) 8.3903 (1.1823) 1.81483 (.0133) 0.128079
13.367 (.5598) 9.3191 (.5111) 1.81733 (.0175) 0.088486
11.4141 (1.4649) 8.3232 (2.5214) 1.82503 (.2569) 0.265929
9.09904 (.3434) 6.8956 (.6992) 1.82785 (.3720) 0.057519
8.4232 (.3890) 8.2315 (.0937) 1.81269 (.3582) 0.034170
10.016 (.0454) 9.8505 (.7663) 1.815732 (.0206) 0.075051
6.9295 (.1644) 7.7261 (.0831) 1.82178 (.0215) 0.013070
7.3192 (.1307) 5.6604 (.7732) 1.82534 (.0005) 0.044470
3.9552 (1.3687) 4.0757 (1.4437) 1.81625 (.0562) 0.078849
2.6506 (.7374) 3.0341 (.9258) 1.81588 (.0721) 0.033953










6.06468 (.0115) 5.0339 (.0119) 1.1762 (.0595) 0.001158
1.81368 (.0165) 8.6339 (.0069) 1.1751 (.0340) 0.000781
3.91417 (.0051) 7.7825 (.0103) 1.1757 (.0170) 0.000849
2.36437 (.0169) 3.8862 (.0747) 1.1758 (.0255) 0.002943
5.16342 (.0108) 9.0837 (.0044) 1.1761 (.0510) 0.000913
1.81391 (.0039) 4.7335 (.0042) 1.175 (.0425) 0.000543









4.498257 (.0371) 1.799142 (.0209) 2.2775 (.0923) 0.002709
3.224586 (.0164) 4.354123 (.0298) 2.2726 (.0629) 0.002001
4.643164 (.0128) 7.28859 (.0031) 2.319 (.0933) 0.002253
1.662534 (.0714) 7.551153 (.0645) 1.9251 (.1795) 0.006089
4.588724 (.0025) 10.90727 (.0019) 2.2672 (.0147) 0.000407
2.432537 (.0448) 9.896112 (.0107) 1.9015 (.0018) 0.001518








2.9052 (.0358) 4.4681 (.0134) 1.006 (.6000) 0.006119
0.90426 (.0111) 2.6691 (.0150) 1.0043 (.4300) 0.004320
0.90443 (.0299) 8.0683 (.0050) 1.0024 (.2400) 0.002448
5.10454 (.0074) 8.36823 (.0056) 1.0011 (.1100) 0.001255
5.60412 (.0007) 10.6681 (.0056) 1.0103 (1.0300) 0.010318
1.90427 (.0058) 10.4676 (.0105) 1.0022 (.2200) 0.002462








10.4764 (.0057) 5.9641 (.0067) 1.5063 (.4200) 0.006341
7.2281 (.0152) 8.9639 (.0067) 1.5032 (.2133) 0.003437
2.9788 (.0605) 13.4651 (.0045) 1.4978 (.1467) 0.002905
10.7281 (.0103) 15.2148 (.0020) 1.4921 (.5267) 0.007982
13.9779 (.0064) 9.9641 (.0040) 1.5091 (.6067) 0.009153
16.9767 (.0018) 11.4651 (.0052) 1.4993 (.0467) 0.000970
20.4764 (.0029) 19.4634 (.0057) 1.50012 (.0080) 0.001259
Table 1 The reconstructed scanner position coordinates (in m), their
deviation from the original ones (in o/ooo), and the absolute distance
error ∆E (in m).
